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There are two bodies of work being made for this show; a set of six pieces that are a
continuation of an ongoing series called In Our Houses and a larger single piece that
has taken as its starting point the nature of tables.

There are very few ‘types’ in a standard taxonomy of furniture; outside the categories of
seat, table, bed, cabinet much is variation on these categories. This is partly because
furniture is asked to deal very explicitly with its use function; it is part of its job as
furniture. Aside from having furniture as an item of display to communicate notions of
taste, wealth or aspiration the furniture that we live with often fades into the background
of our thinking lives; the stuff around us literally becomes ‘part of the furniture’. Despite
supporting and enabling much of what we do, functionally and emotionally we give it
very little thought. In Our Houses is an attempt to redress this imbalance and to
encourage people to think about the nature of furniture and what it does in the spaces
that we share with it. Materials and processes that are associated with studio furniture
making such as solid woods and dovetail joints are used to create abstracted forms that
somehow ‘remind’ us of furniture but without having an obvious use-function. Surfaces
and corners are suggested with the use of threads and paper creating volume but
without much use. This functional ambiguity is very important as it allows and requires
that the viewer brings their interpretation to the encounter based on memories and
recognition. Taking time to think of what the piece might be and where it might be
placed, what it does to a space. This set uses the repurposed metal casing of discarded
refrigerator in addition to my usual materials, after all the kitchen white goods do much
the same thing in many ways as what we think of as furniture.

The larger piece in the show is an extension of this thinking around furniture but is
specifically about the nature of tables. Tables of all sorts are where people meet and
through being together make part of their reality; business meetings at the boardroom
table, the multiple conversations or angry silences of a family dinner, loud talk across a
pub table and lovers’ promises to each other. The space around and above all of our
tables affords so much of what is to be human, dense networks of talk and seeing,
hearing and responding; making connections. The spaces underneath colonised by
children; secret bunkers and spaceships of the Imagination where social skills are
formed. This piece encourages us to think about the table as a physical entity by not
being there presenting something essentially functionally useless but undeniably of a
table, by taking it away we might think of the spaces around it; the webs and traces,
stitching and making part of our lives. The explicit and visible constructional techniques
as with the pieces of the In Our Houses project allow the viewer to think about how
things are made, the idea of how materials fit together seeps through. Like looking at old
agricultural machinery or an old motorcycle there is a reason for it being made that way
and we can see it.



General notes on my practice.

Based in London I run a studio/workshop designing and making furniture, working speculatively
for public showing and to commission on domestic, public and commercial pieces. Working on my
own since 1992 I like to know how things are put together and enjoy the whole process of working
on pieces from conversation or thought then through drawings and models to completion and
delivery. My materials come from managed and sustainable sources. Recent work has centred
around a more three-dimensional user experience of cabinetwork and in an ongoing project I am
trying to present users with pieces that ask to be considered for their ambiguities. I enjoy thinking
about language and how people talk about what they do and who they are and as part of this I am
working on a thesis based PhD at Kings College London researching situated literacies and
oralities in sites of contemporary craft practice. I am usually working on one or more open-ended
inter-disciplinary research projects with other practitioners centred on ideas of communication
and the notion of making. I teach part time at what used to be known as the London College of
Furniture, now part of the lumbering behemoth London Metropolitan University working with
students on studio, workshop and theory modules.
I also have an allotment and still sometimes find good things in skips.

Links to my website and a slow-moving blog should appear below;

http://davidgatesfurniture.co.uk

http://davidgates.wordpress.com
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